Snow/Ice Environments Clothing

Checklist

Upper body layers (4 to 5)
  _ Wicking layer
  _ 1 to 2 insulating layers
  _ Insulated jacket
  _ Parka (Large tyvek suits)

Lower body layers
  _ Wicking layer
  _ Insulating layer
  _ Insulated pants (If your insulating pants and jacket can also be wind proofed, that would be the best)

Specialized Layers
  _ Wind jacket
  _ Wind pants

Additional Necessities
  _ Warm hat
  _ Sun hat
  _ _ Neck-warmer (A couple of neck warmers...they are great to wear as hats when working to vent excess heat if the day is not too cold.)
  _ Glacier glasses
  _ Goggles
  _ Sunscreen
  _ Liner gloves
  _ Gloves (Different kinds of gloves, and a way to clip your mittens to your jacket)
  _ Mittens
  _ Socks
  _ Insulated boots (White bunny boots are the best)
  _ Gaiters
  _ Booties (if camping)

Items to carry with you
  _ Lighter
  _ Knife
  _ Compass (w/mirror)
  _ Day pack for extra layers, food, water, etc.